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the Probability of a Collapse in 
the next 12 months, 10 years

Calculated  and updated by 
FortitudeRanch.com
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             Relative Vulnerability to Disruptions

1800s 2010s

% population farming >80% <2%

Food travel distance few miles 1,000s

Food on hand months days

Water supply well municipal

Electronic dependence none heavy

Production sourcing local int'l

resiliance of people Pioneers Katrina

      Overall vulnerability low high

10:  100% poss collapse Spread/Severity and Escalation Calculations;

1:  10% poss collapse 2016-2026   Net Probability of Collapse Estimate

low high low high low high low high

Viral Pandemics

1 Natural Pandemic 0.0050  0.0200  0.0060  0.0250  5 9 5 10 0.8 0.0010   0.0144   0.0015   0.0225      

Bioengineered:

2 A accidental lab release 0.0100  0.1000  0.0050  0.0200  2 7 5 10 0.8 0.0008   0.0560   0.0005   0.0140      

3 B lone wolf terrorist 0.0005  0.0100  0.0200  0.0500  2 7 5 10 0.8 0.0000   0.0056   0.0020   0.0350      

4 C biohackers 0.0000  0.0050  0.0010  0.0100  2 7 5 10 0.8 0.0000   0.0028   0.0001   0.0070      

5 D nation state biowarfare 0.0050  0.0150  0.0100  0.0200  6 10 7 10 0.8 0.0017   0.0120   0.0042   0.0200      

6 Meteor born or space travel virus or bio contamination 0.0000  0.0001  0.0000  0.0002  1 10 5 10 0.8 0.0000   0.0001   0.0000   0.0002      

7 Non-Human plant/animal/insect 0.0200  0.4000  0.0250  0.4500  1 4 1 3 0.8 0.0002   0.0384   0.0003   0.0540      

 viral pandemics/species collapse

cumulative probability: 0.0037   0.1293   0.0086   0.1527      

Natural threats cumulative probability (adjusted down for multiple events in one year): 0.0037   0.1235   0.0085   0.1439      

2016 declining, 2026
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Summary of the Fortitude Ranch Collapse Model
Many people talk about the likelihood of a “collapse” without defining it or                            
providing any reliable rough estimate of the probability of a collapse.

We have developed a reasonable, though inherently uncertain, rough estimate of 
whether or not we face a 0.1%, 1% or 10% probability of a collapse next year.  While it is 
not possible to accurately forecast or estimate the probability of “Black Swan” type 
disastrous events, some very rough estimates of the likelihood of a collapse can be made.  
Some of the “trigger event” disasters can be roughly estimated along with the likely 
severity of their initial impact and the possibility of the event “cascading” or spreading 
into more disorder and a collapse.  

This briefing describes a few of the most serious threats, ones that even pose an 
existential threat to mankind, a term defined shortly.  The most important threat is 
bioengineered viral pandemics or synthetic biology, which is a very present high risk now 
and one many experts regard as an inevitable disaster.
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* - No statistically valid way to estimate most model parameters. Probability could be much higher!!



Key points: Our high tech, complex, “just in time delivery” economy 
and population dependent on government handouts and direction 

will not fare well during  a viral pandemic or other disaster

1. The risks of new forms of threats like a bioengineered viral pandemic  is high now 
and rising rapidly

2. Many events could lead to a collapse; some pose “existential” threats (defined 
later)

3. Modern economies and dependent societies, the U.S. in particular, are vulnerable 
to a collapse when a major disaster like a high lethality viral pandemic or HEMP 
attack occurs

4. The “trigger event” is  often not what will  immediately cause a collapse, but the 
“cascading” effects , panic, aggression by  scoundrels that could lead to economic 
shutdown and loss of law and order

5. Risk of collapse is increasing due to new technologies and growing dependence

6. The Fortitude Ranch Probability of Collapse model examines likelihood of trigger 
events, the breadth and severity of the impacts, and cascading spread of impacts 
to estimate the net probability of collapse

7. Fortitude Ranch updates this model and probability of collapse estimates 
regularly as conditions change and more information is received, providing a 
rough range of estimates of the likelihood of collapse
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Definitions

Definition of “collapse”

1. Economic and normal activity largely ceases 

2. Widespread lack of law and order

3. For prolonged period of time (weeks to months, or worse)

4. Very high fatalities (millions, over 10% of the population)

“Existential” threat

1. Most of the population lost (over 90%)

2. Collapse period lasting beyond several years

3. Civilization, pre-collapse normal life does not return for generations
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“Existential risks are those that threaten the entire future of humanity.  Many theories of 
value imply that even relatively small reductions in net existential risk have enormous 
expected value.  Despite their importance, issues surrounding human‐extinction risks 
and related hazards remain poorly understood.”
-- Dr. Nick Bostrom, Director, Future of Humanity Institute, Oxford University



Greatest threat to mankind in history:  small terrorist group or 
one individual can create contagious, highly lethal virus

Dec 2010 Brookings Institution study:

“Using gene-splicing equipment available online and other common laboratory 
equipment and materials, a molecular biology graduate student undertakes a 
secret project to recreate the smallpox virus. Not content merely to bring back an 
extinct virus to which the general population is now largely naïve, he uses public 
source material to enhance the virus’s lethality, enabling it to infect even those 
whom the government rushes to immunize. . . .   While time-consuming, the task is 
not especially difficult. And when he finishes, he infects himself and, just as 
symptoms begin to emerge, he proceeds to have close contact with as many people 
from as many possible walks of life as he can in a short time. . . Technologies that 
put destructive power traditionally confined to states in the hands of small groups 
and individuals have proliferated remarkably far.  That proliferation is accelerating at 
an awe-inspiring clip across a number of technological platforms.  Eventually, it’s 
going to bite us hard.”
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Dec 2010 Brookings Institution study



Many experts regard manufactured virus bioterrorism 
attacks as inevitable

• Interpol (International Criminal Police Organization) Secretary-General has warned of bioweapon threat

• 2001 Anthrax attacks in U.S. a small example of threat; not a disease that spreads from humans to humans

• Smallpox killed 500 million people in 20th century and could do far worse now

– Immunity is gone (lasts a decade or two at most); “there is less immunity in the world now than there ever 
has been in the history of humankind.” 

– 2001 National Security Council exercise “Dark Winter” simulated a small scale smallpox attack that spread to 
25 states and killed several million

– D.A. Henderson, founder of Johns Hopkins Center for Civilian Biodefense Strategies, believes many 
laboratories inside and outside Russia still have smallpox virus

– Former members of Soviet bioweapons programs report success in combining smallpox, Marburg, Ebola and 
other viruses—with far less capable equipment and knowledge than today

• “of the top 50 bioweapon pathogens, only 13 have vaccines or treatments”

• For new, bioengineered viruses, there will likely be no immunity or treatment

– Dr. Tara O’Toole, director of Johns Hopkins Center for Biodefense Strategies: 

• “all you have to do is clink in the new gene, you get a new pathogen, you get a new weapon”

• “There’s no question in our mind that organized terrorists could mount at least a small bioterrorist 
attack now” 

– In 2001, Australian researchers attempting to make a contraceptive vaccine for pest control inserted a 
“good” gene into mousepox virus and accidentally created a lethal new virus

• In 2010, researchers for first time were able to design and produce cells that do not exist in nature without using 
pre-existing biological matter, the latest evolution in the rapidly advancing field of synthetic biology

– “it will soon be possible to recreate bacterial pathogens like smallpox -- and even enhance these pathogens, 
making them more potent” 6



Researchers have developed human to human transmissible 
form of high lethality avian flu virus—and published details

• Researchers developed a human –transmissible avian flu virus in the lab

– with an estimated 60% lethality!

• Were planning to publish articles that describe how to do this in journals!

• Gov’t delayed the publishing, but results were eventually released and the 
techniques used and know how to do this is already widespread
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A human transmissable Avian Flu could kill Billions



The US Commission on Prevention of Weapons of Mass 
Destruction warned that a terrorist attack with biological 

weapons is likely

• The 1918 “Spanish flu” influenza killed 20 million in just one year: more than all the 
people killed in WW I 

• Smallpox virus complete DNA was posted on the web for download by anyone

• The smallpox virus and 1918 Spanish Flu virus have all been synthesized from 
scratch—you do not need to obtain existing virus to launch it, genetically alter it, 
develop vaccines 

• Combine Smallpox  ( 35% lethal) with the Ebola virus (over 90% lethal), and you’ve 
got a highly contagious, highly lethal virus

• Develop a vaccine for your new virus  before you release it               perfect weapon
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Ebola virus

"Within the last century we have had four major flu 
epidemics, along with HIV and SARS. Major pandemics 
sweep the world every century, and it is inevitable that at 
least one will occur in the future. . . . We can never be 
completely prepared for what nature will do: nature is the 
ultimate bioterrorist." 
-- Professor Maria Zambon, head of UK Health Protection Agency's 
Influenza Laboratory



Many past efforts to wage biological war, 
worst lies ahead

• Colonial America:  est. 20 million Native Americans killed (largely by accident)

• Biopreparat the Soviet Union’s major biological warfare agency

• Vast network of secret laboratories, each focused on a different deadly agent

• 65,000 researched and produced biological weapons like Ebloapox (a hybrid of 
the 90% lethal ebola virus and smallpox)

• "As a weapon, the Ebolapox would give the hemorrhages and high mortality 
rate of Ebola virus, which would give you a blackpox, plus the very high 
contagiousness of smallpox“ (defector from program) 

• Annual production capacities in the tens of tons, typically with redundant 
production facilities located throughout the Soviet Union

• Current status?   Can never be sure.  Hired by Iran, North Korea, others?

• Remember Japanese religious cult that released deadly Sarin Gas in Tokyo subway?   
They also had Ebola virus and plans to release viral bioterrorism

• Bioengineering, DNA manipulation technologies now allow small groups or 
individuals to develop deadly viral bioweapons

• Worst threat:  Iran or Al Qaeda bioengineering a virus they release against us after 
they’ve developed a vaccine
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Risk of collapse is rising rapidly, driven by 6 bad trends

1. New Technologies:  DNA manipulation and bioengineering, new means to 
manufacture nuclear materials, nanotechnology

2. Rising overpopulation, population densities, international travel

3. Increased economic interdependence, just in time inventories, long-
distance sourcing

4. Very high dependence on long-distance food shipments, inadequate local 
water supplies

5. Less personal resilience

6. More bad people, gangs, with means to raise hell

Combined Effect:  More lethal threats against an increasingly unstable 
economy and vulnerable population
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Human Population, 10,000BC to 2100AD
• 1 million humans 

(est) in 10,000 BC

Occassional plagues: 

• 6th Century: 
100million die

• 1348: Black Plague 
takes another 
100million, 1/3 
European population

World population hits 1 
billion around 1825

• 100 years later, in 
1925, 2 billion

• 1985:  5 billion

• 2000:  6 billion

• 2010:  6.8 billion

• 2100 est:  12 billion
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10,000BC                                             0            2000

World Population Exploding, Increasing risk of 
viral pandemic onset, spread—and mutations . . .

today



Population densities continue to rise, fast international 
travel allows very quick spread of viral pandemics
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• World Population Density also too high; real risk of viral pandemic wiping out human race

• 20,150 people per sq km in Delhi, India

• 10,200 people per sq km in New York City, (26,400 people per square mile) 

• Population density of Rome in 1300 when ravaged by pandemic: 3,000 per sq km

• With international travel without any quarantine delays, a high lethality, contagious virus could 
spread rapidly across earth 

“we still have no antivirals for many of the world’s nastiest viruses, like Ebola and Nipah virus.  We 
can expect more viruses to leap from animals to our own species in the future, and when they do, 
there’s a good chance we’ll be powerless to stop them from spreading.” 

-- Carl Zimmer, Science Author, Yale Lecturer, quote from “Germ Warfare”, Wired, April 2012

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b9/Population_density_with_key.png


Urban populations are especially vulnerable to viruses and 
dependent on food shipments that won’t arrive during a viral 

pandemic—or other forms of collapse

• U.S. has almost twice the urban population as we did during the 1918 Spanish Flu 
disaster; and far more dependence on distant provision of food and water

• Nassim Taleb, Prof Risk Engineering, NYU-Poly:  “The history of epidemics, narrowly 
studied, does not suggest the risks of the great plague to come that will dominate 
the planet.” 
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Economic collapse, societal breakdown seems unlikely, but 
given interdependence, fragile “just in time” economy, and 

irresponsibility—very possible

• Unlike old, simple ag economies; we are dependent on daily shipments (“just in time delivery” JIT) 
of food and materials, highly interdependent, very vulnerable to disruptions

– even hospitals maintain only small inventories

• HEMP attack destroys electronics, computers, Internet

– Leaving  businesses, gov’t emergency services inoperable

• Viral attack will be worse: few will report for work;                                                                        
those that do (medical/police) will catch virus

– Almost all economic activity will cease

– Production, transportation will cease

• For few days people will survive on food/water in                                                                            
home; then many without will start going out to steal 

• Relatively minor disasters like Katrina illustrated how some people quickly turn to violence

• A major disaster or combination of stresses on our economy could lead to economic and/or 
societal shutdown that escalates out of control in ways we cannot forecast
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Nassim Taleb, “The Black Swan” author, professor of risk engineering at NYU-Poly:  
“Our connected world appears to be more efficient. .  But when there is a disturbance, the 
setback is much harder to handle.  Not only are we building riskier systems, but also the risks 
involved in failure are a lot larger.. . .    We are incapable scientifically of measuring the risk of 
rare events.  We tend to underestimate both the probabilities and the damage.”     (quoted in 
Fortune Magazine, April 11, 2011)

        Relative Vulnerability to Disruptions
1800s 2010s

% population farming >80% <2%

Food travel distance few miles 1,000s

Food on hand months days

Water supply well municipal

Electronic dependence none heavy

Production sourcing local int'l

Inventory levels large tiny (JIT)

resiliance of people Pioneers Katrina

      Overall vulnerability low high



Subservience and faith in government is a major reason why 
we’re more vulnerable—less resilient, less responsible
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More critical than probability of a disastrous event 
occurring is whether the effects spread, how people react,  

and whether or not it leads to collapse

• In 1977 New York City suffered a lightning strike

• A power failure resulted for one night

• Over 3,000 arrests were made for looting, 400 policemen were injured, 500 
fires were started

• More than 25,000 emergency calls were placed, with four                              
times the usual number of hospital emergency cases admitted
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• Recent movie “Contagion” illustrated how a 
viral pandemic will lead to economic shut 
down, looting, marauding, breakdown in law 
and order

• Based on Katrina, recent London rioting—the 
violence and lawlessness, inability of law 
enforcement to handle will likely be much 
worse

//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/8/86/Contagion_Poster.jpg


Katrina illustrated potential of crime, looting, violence post disaster; 
and risk that police will abandon their posts when threatened

• Looting quickly spread throughout the city, often in 
broad daylight and in the presence of police 
officers; "The looting is out of control”

• Some storeowners tried to defended their 
property, gangs of armed gunmen, also reports of 
sniper fire, some police officers looting

• Police shot and killed two people on a bridge

• One third of New Orleans police officers deserted 
the city in the days before the storm, many of 
them escaping in their department-owned patrol 
cars
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UK riots in Aug 2011 showed law & order can breakdown and 
violence spread without an underlying disaster
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UK Prime Minister called it “pure criminality”; others said it 
was inevitable violence from youth fed up with 
unemployment, upset with cutbacks in social           services, 
suffering from family breakdown
• Attacks on police and looting started in London,        but 

spread quickly to cities across the UK
• Rioters coordinated their activities
• Looting and violence grew as more people took advantage 

of opportunity, “marauding gangs” formed  
• Police “lost control” of many areas, innocent people shot 

dead in cars and robbed on streets
• Violence repeated in London for four nights until extra 

16,000 police officers were moved in to restore order.
Main lesson of London:  don’t need a real disaster to spark 
looting, murders, violence that spreads:
• Thugs in Birmingham killed three men trying to protect 

their businesses
• 100s of youths in Manchester looted shops and set fires to 

cars and buildings
• Five police stations attacked with fire bombs in Nottingham



Gangs will accelerate break down in law & order 
and magnify marauder threats

• The number of gang members in the world is estimated at several million

• Every country has them, especially the U.S.

• At least 30,000 gangs and 800,000 gang members active across U.S. in 2007

• In addition to local drug and mafia gangs, foreign gangs are present across U.S.

– MS-13 a Latino gang with 70,000 members, 10,000  in 42 U.S. States

• Other estimates say MS-13 has over 150,000 members

• Gang known for brutal murders

– likely to have many more gangs if a collapse opens borders

• Book Rohan Nation:  Reinventing America after the 2020 Collapse addresses 
international gangs and many other risk factors that are likely to raise the 
probability of collapse, and the severity of marauder threats post collapse 20



There are existing, regularly recurring disastrous events 
(probability of occurrence = 1.0) that might combine with 

others or escalate to trigger a collapse

• There have been about 15 mass extinctions in last 500 million years

– 5 of these eliminated more than half of all species then inhabiting Earth

• Ireland still has not recovered to pre-Potato famine population levels, 100+ years ago

• We have viruses today like Ug99 that can cause 100% crop losses in most modern 
varieties, bee colony collapse that threatens Western Honeybee, vital for pollination

• 40% of world’s agricultural land is seriously degraded, water shortages bad and 
getting worse, while populations continue to rise
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• 100 days world wheat stocks 10 years ago, 36 days now

• Later slides will explain how it’s not necessarily the initial 
or “triggering” disaster that you need to worry about, 
but the “cascading effects”, concurrent problems, 
escalation and spread of economic shut down, loss of 
law and order, that results in a horribly bad, long lasting 
collapse

• Example:  expanding Ug99 wheat rust crop destruction 
across Middle East and Asia, Islamic campaign blaming 
U.S. , “retaliatory” virus attacks on U.S. crops and 
livestock escalate to domestic IED attacks, 



Nassim Taleb’s book “Black Swan” explains why we 
consistently ignore or underestimate risk of foreseeable 

new forms of disaster

A Black Swan event is one that is:  an outlier, 
something outside the realm of regular 
expectations, nothing in the past can convincingly 
point to its possibility has an extreme impact

• Covers our extremely bad habits of thinking about 
and preparing for very rare/bad events

– We are by nature programmed to ignore the 
highly improbable

– We grossly misapply “normal distribution” 
statistics, risk management techniques

– Our schools and organizations teach and use 
risk management techniques that are grossly 
inappropriate to deal with “Black Swan” very 
rare events

• Essential to avoid the very common, very costly 
mistakes we make in our vulnerability to Black 
Swan events
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Taleb’s Black Swan key point: don’t try to predict 
the likelihood of a disaster, prepare for the impact

“The central idea of this book concerns our blindness with respect to randomness, 
particularly the large deviations.” 

“Black Swans being unpredictable, we need to adjust to their existence (rather than 
naively try to predict them).  There are so many things we can do if we focus on anti-
knowledge, or what we do not know.”  

“It is much easier to deal with the Black Swan problem if we focus on robustness to errors 
rather than improving predictions.” 

Do not focus on the known and normal; think of the possible, however improbable, 
extremes and unknowns:   “use the extreme event as a starting point and not treat it as 
an exception to be pushed under the rug.” 

“the future will be increasingly less predictable, while both human nature and social 
‘science’ seem to conspire to hide the idea from us.”

Why don’t/can’t we think properly about risks, uncertainty?

• We are physically/psychologically programmed to make common misjudgments

• Much of our training in statistics and management teaches bad habits, foolish use of the 
“normal distribution” and standard deviation

• Taleb lays out 27 specific thinking errors that lead us to be blind to disaster
23



The misperceived threat of nuclear war 
illustrates how we ignore collapse risks

• Popular conception today is that risk of nuclear war is extremely small
• The possibility of a nuclear war is still very real—and increasing in probability as U.S. clear 

superiority and willingness to use nuclear weapons fades
• Russia never abandoned tactical nuclear weapons, retains military that also could defeat 

us—especially with U.S. constrained by politicians
• Best means of defeating the better technology of U.S. military is to attack with HEMP 

(High altitude EMP strike) or battlefield nuclear weapons against U.S. troops
• A determined enemy like China could defeat U.S.

• HEMP attack (which could be non-attributable, launched from civilian airliner)
• Bioterrorism (easy to do without attribution)

• Inoculations for China’s VIPs
• Loss of huge portion of China’s population may not deter ruthless leadership 

• Battlefield nuclear weapons use
• U.S. unilaterally disarmed TNW and totally unprepared for tactical nuclear combat, but not 

China or Russia

• Leadership that won’t back down due to humanitarian concerns
• Finland still requires construction of nuclear defense shelters in private as well as public 

buildings—they know Russia’s nuclear arsenal is strong, willing to use it
• Nuclear proliferation will continue
• Many economic/social/natural disasters could lead to regional conflicts that escalate to 

nuclear war (accidentally or deliberately)
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Pakistan and many other nations (India, Iran, North Korea, Israel, 
Russia, China, others) could provide nuclear weapons to terrorists 

or employ them in nuclear war

“The single biggest threat to U.S. 
security . . . would be the possibility 
of a terrorist organization obtaining 
a nuclear weapon” – President 
Obama, 2010

• Pakistan a major risk:

– over 100 nuclear weapons,  
scattered throughout the 
country with questionable 
security

– Leading supporter of nuclear 
programs in Iran and North 
Korea

– Many in their intelligence and 
military support Al-Qaeda 

– An “Ally from Hell”
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Most experts rate probability of nuclear war very low 
today—but risk could increase rapidly in a crisis

• Just as WW I started over 
the assassination of an 
Archduke in Serbia that 
escalated out of control, 
there are thousands of ways 
countries with nuclear 
weapons could end up in 
conflicts

– Pakistan and India clash 
in nuclear war, with 
China or Russia taking 
sides

– China finally takes 
military action to 
reclaim Taiwan, ends up 
in nuclear exchange with 
U.S. 
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Hiroshima, 
Nagasaki

Cuban 
Missile 
Crisis

Source:  Interviews of variety of military/international affairs/nuclear Subject Matter Experts  conducted by Drew Miller



While wise to try and control proliferation, 
unlikely to be successful

• The probability of nuclear war may be increasing:

– 9 nations have nuclear weapons

– Iran pursuing nuclear weapons

– Countries like Japan may acquire as U.S. “extended deterrence” and “nuclear 
umbrella” becomes more unreliable with decline in aging nuclear arsenal and so 
many anti-nuclear U.S. political leaders

• The worst error made in estimating probability of future nuclear weapons use:  
assumption that future weapons builders will have to enrich uranium with techniques 
U.S. used in WWII and Cold War

– Cannot assume that technological advances won’t generate  additional, cheaper, 
easier, hard to detect means of manufacturing weapons grade nuclear material
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The probability of nuclear weapons use is likely to 
rise, though at unpredictable rate

• There will always be risk of 
nuclear war and the likelihood is 
probably on the rise due to new 
technologies

• Low probability projections are 
deceiving—they imply low 
probability events never happen

– Rare events do occur, but you 
usually can’t predict when
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* - all opinions are strictly my own; not to be attributed to any organization I’ve worked with

Probability of 
nuclear war will 

probably rise

Source:  Interviews of variety of military/international affairs/nuclear Subject Matter Experts  conducted by Drew Miller



We tend to assume that low probability disasters 
won’t happen; projections are horribly deceiving

• If 10% probability of an annual 
event—then expect 1 per decade

– but you may get 3

– the 10% guesstimate is very 
probably wrong—we can’t know 
how wrong it is

• Leaders are emotional, often 
irrational--conflicts happen
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This is 0

This is not 0; 
small 

probability, 
but possible

expect rare events 
to happen 

periodically

• This is what rare event graphs really look like in retrospective

Former Secretary of Defense 
Donald Rumsfeld:

“The only surprise is that 
we’re surprised when we’re 

surprised”



Nuclear reactors are relatively safe in peacetime 
conditions—but a viral pandemic, massive earthquake 

activity, Tsunami, EMP, other events could lead to several 
reactor accidents and widespread nuclear fallout

• Some estimated the probability that a Pacific Basin nuclear reactor could 
experience an earthquake over a level 9 as 1 in 150 chance over the 50-year life of a 
reactor in that area

– but they did not plan for it 

– obvious Tsunami threat also ignored 

• When a viral pandemic hits, don’t expect nuclear reactors operators to show up for 
work or proper shut down procedures to occur

• If an EMP strike occurs (terrorist event targeted on a reactor, High Altitude EMP 
strike by a nuclear power) the controls, supporting systems needed for safe 
shutdown may not work

• Dozens, hundreds of other command and rare  but possible “Black Swan” disaster 
events could lead to damaged reactors or unsafe shut down that result in reactor 
meltdowns and radiation release

• In sum:  plan for possibility of many reactors suffering meltdowns and disastrous 
radiation releases when a massive, “unanticipated” disaster scenarios occurs 

– Can you shelter and radiation shield key personnel?
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Dozens of threats could kick off a chain reaction 
of cascading effects that lead to collapse
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• Primary sources used :  Oxford University, Center for Biodefense Strategies at Johns 
Hopkins Univ, The Brookings Institution, US Commission on the Prevention of Weapons 
of Mass Destruction, UK Health Protection Agency, Interpol (International Criminal 
Police Organization), interviews with research scientists 
• Very credible warnings that existential threats are real now, growing worse with 
increases in population, advances in technology, and decreasing economic/personal 
resilience

• Analyzed 50 threats that could lead 
to a collapse requiring organizational 
shut down and key personnel 
survival measures 

• Many future threats like runaway, 
self-replicating (growing) 
nanotechnology; artificial 
intelligence computer/robot  difficult 
to imagine now, but are real

• Some are “existential” threats 
that might wipe out most of 
humanity



The impact of a disaster will much greater than the 
consequences of the initial triggering event as problems 

spread and bad actors exploit disruptions

1. There are “cascading effects”, for example:

Solar flares  EMP  Electrical grid knocked out 

 Economic disruptions

 Surge in crime and violence (lights out, police less capable)

 Nuclear Plant shutdown failure  (EMP takes out some shut               
down systems, power outage delays key personnel reaching plant, etc.) 

 Radiation Release     ……   other effects ……

2. There are multiple-risk interactions and amplifications

• The impact of Solar flares/EMP in isolation may be readily resolved, but other 
disasters  happening  concurrently may have multiplicative, not additive impact

3. Bad people, gangs, will use disasters as “excuse to loot”,  people without food will  
maraud, violence escalate

4. Enemies will “pile on”

• If China wants to invade Taiwan, best time to do it is when U.S. is clobbered by 
some domestic disaster

• If China invades Taiwan, excellent time for North Korea to invade South Korea 

• etc.
32



Example:  A Small Asteroid or Large Volcano 
Eruption could trigger a collapse

• Large asteroid strikes that cause mass extinctions very rare, but smaller ones that level 
large areas of land or trigger 100+ foot Tsunamis, throw up debris that blocks sunlight 
and leads to a few years of crop failures more common

– 200 foot diameter asteroid (size of 1908 “Tunguska” event in Siberia that felled 
80 million trees over 830 square miles) occurs about once every 400 years

• Supervolcano eruptions throw up debris that partially blocks sun and causes “volcanic 
winter”

– Mount Tambora in 1816 led to “Year Without a Summer”

• Events like these could lead to massive crop failures from direct impact, blocked 
sunlight, disruption of monsoon/major weather patterns

Asteroid /Supervolcano  Sun block/Weather Changes Massive Crop Failures

• In poor countries, lack of food could trigger resource wars, mass refugee movements

• In wealthier countries, high food prices and shortages, other impacts of the trigger 
event could lead to looting, criminal violence, breakdown in law and order, and 
political revolution

– French Revolution, many past wars and revolutions have been triggered by food 
shortages and mass discontent/panic
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Given our unstable economy, parts of population quick to 
violence, need to be prepared for rapid loss of law & order

• Even a purely economic collapse could escalate to looting, marauding, and loss of law and 
order

• Millions of Americans have no savings, no family that will help if jobs lost, little sense of 
responsibility--strong sense of entitlement, feel justified to take

• The family support/resilience/values/responsibility of Americans during the Great Depression 
(1930s) are much weaker today

• Consider the 1930s TV “Walton” family:
– Farmers
– Local food and water
– Family lumber mill business
– 3 generations of family together
– Strong work ethic, responsibility

• Today our economy and large parts of our society are fundamentally unstable
• We don’t know how many would loot, maraud, murder in the event of a major economic 

shutdown or other collapse situation
• We should not be surprised if there is a rapid breakdown in law and order resulting from what 

should be minor disasters
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http://hub.webring.org/hub/waltons


“Probability of Collapse Model” (PCM) estimates 
likelihood that a disaster event will yield a collapse

• People considering disasters focus on the probability of the event occurring; but it is 
the impact (in initial area  affected and severity) and the reactions to it, how 
cascading effects occur and people react, also determines whether or not the 
cumulative effect yields a Collapse
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Probability* 
of "Trigger" 

Disaster event 
occurring 

Probability* 
initial impact 
has collapse 

level of 
impact area 
and severity 

Probability* 
of  Escalation

= Probability* 
of CollapseXX

* - No statistically valid way to estimate most model parameters. Probability could be much higher!!



“Probability of Collapse Model” (PCM) estimates 
likelihood that a disaster event will yield a collapse

Example:  Calculations for Viral Pandemic class of threats shown below:
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Probability* 
of "Trigger" 

Disaster event 
occurring 

Probability* 
initial impact 
has collapse 

level of 
impact area 
and severity 

Probability* 
of Escalation

=
Probability* 
of CollapseXX

* - No statistically 
valid way to estimate.  
Probability could be 
much higher!!

10:  100% poss collapse Spread/Severity and Escalation Calculations;

1:  10% poss collapse 2016-2026   Net Probability of Collapse Estimate

low high low high low high low high

Viral Pandemics

1 Natural Pandemic 0.0050  0.0200  0.0060  0.0250  5 9 5 10 0.8 0.0010   0.0144   0.0015   0.0225      

Bioengineered:

2 A accidental lab release 0.0100  0.1000  0.0050  0.0200  2 7 5 10 0.8 0.0008   0.0560   0.0005   0.0140      

3 B lone wolf terrorist 0.0005  0.0100  0.0200  0.0500  2 7 5 10 0.8 0.0000   0.0056   0.0020   0.0350      

4 C biohackers 0.0000  0.0050  0.0010  0.0100  2 7 5 10 0.8 0.0000   0.0028   0.0001   0.0070      

5 D nation state biowarfare 0.0050  0.0150  0.0100  0.0200  6 10 7 10 0.8 0.0017   0.0120   0.0042   0.0200      

6 Meteor born or space travel virus or bio contamination 0.0000  0.0001  0.0000  0.0002  1 10 5 10 0.8 0.0000   0.0001   0.0000   0.0002      

7 Non-Human plant/animal/insect 0.0200  0.4000  0.0250  0.4500  1 4 1 3 0.8 0.0002   0.0384   0.0003   0.0540      

 viral pandemics/species collapse

cumulative probability: 0.0037   0.1293   0.0086   0.1527      

Natural threats cumulative probability (adjusted down for multiple events in one year): 0.0037   0.1235   0.0085   0.1439      

2016 declining, 2026

Is probability

Annual Probability 

Event Occuring

of threat Annual Probability 

Event Occuringrising,

or same?

Area/ 

Severity

Probability 

Escalation

escalation 

adjustment 

2016 2026



We sum the low and high estimates (adjusting for non-
independent events) yielding a combined probability of 

collapse; for both next 12 months and next decades 
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• Again, the word “probability” while commonly used is a misnomer:

– While statistically calculated, and some naturally occurring threats have some 
strong basis for estimation, without frequent occurrence there is no sound 
basis for many threats, and subjective estimates have unknowable validity

• The key point is that the probability or possibility of a collapse is not miniscule 
(probably much greater than 1% possibility annually, maybe 10%+) and rising over 
time because of new technologies that raise destructive power and a more 
vulnerable economy and population

Email manager@fortituderanch.com for full spreadsheet of threats and probability of collapse calculations

If you have academic articles, reports, data on the likelihood of trigger events, severity of impact, cascading effects, 
reactions and probability of escalation we should consider, please submit this to manager@fortituderanch.com

  Net Probability of Collapse Estimate

low high low high

GRAND TOTAL cumulative probability: 1% 21% 2% 33%

2016 2026

mailto:manager@fortituderanch.com
mailto:manager@fortituderanch.com


Most bioresearchers interviewed acknowledge risk, but 
believe pandemic would be small, want research to continue

• Bioresearchers argument in black
– my concerns/reactions in blue

1. It’s extremely difficult to do bioengineering
– May be a lot easier if you don’t follow security/lab procedures and just care about creating 

whatever bad thing you can—not a carefully beneficial result
– 2001 Australian result demonstrated that you can accidentally create a lethal virus
– Nation state like Iran, North Korea could fund lots of experiments
– Common for professionals to regard their work as so difficult that non-professionals can’t do 

it 
– Biotechnology improvements will make it easier to create good and bad 

2. Releasing the virus and infecting enough  initial population not easy; likely the  disease would be 
quickly identified, contained, die out
– For lone wolf terrorist, likely true—hence  second stage of PCM model  has low estimate 

now for terrorist or accidental release case
– Impossible to know; could accidentally create a highly contagious, highly lethal virus with a 

long period of contagiousness with vector (human or non) that we can’t readily detect or 
stop

– Example of what a nation state bioweapons program could do provided on later slide
3. Other argument they raise is that we need the research to continue so we can work on defenses

– Agree, but  more important to have readiness for mitigation and recovery operations
– Obvious bias of researchers receiving funds to do bioresearch not keen on acknowledging 

risks that might lead to loss of funding
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The CDC will detect the spread of virus, but if natural or 
bioengineered virus has long period of contagiousness, 

may be too late to prevent pandemic
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• Example on right:

• Iran sends 30 marauders to 
spread virus in airports

• Those exposed start 
spreading virus on 2nd day

• By end of 4th day:  over 5 
million people infected; 
likely in every city across 
the U.S. 

• Ebola has incubation period of 7 to 14 days; bioengineered virus  designed to cause 
pandemic likely to have long period where they can spread disease before victims get 
sick enough to go to hospital, CDC detects

• Unlikely to be among the initially infected; but unless you can get to a quarantine 
capable shelter without exposure, you’d soon join the condemned

 Assume infectious for 4 days, disease doesn't manifest or too sick to go to doctor for 4 days

30                Iranian martyr volunteers

50                # they infect per airport per 2 man team

15                # they infect on planes per 2 man team

60                # airports visited

60                # aircraft flights flown (travel in pairs)

3,900           # infected by martyr teams day 1

10                # each infected person infects on Day 1

3,900           # infected by martry teams on their second day of travel 

39,000         # day 1 infected people infect over Day 2

3,900           # infected by martry teams on their 3rd day of travel 

39,000         # day 1 infected people infect on Day 3

429,000       # day 2 infected people infect on Day 3

3,900           # day 4 infected people by martyr team(martyr team's last day; getting too sick)

39,000         # day 1 infected people infect on Day 4

429,000       # day 2 infected people infect on Day 4

4,719,000    # day 3 infected people infect on Day 4

5,709,600    Total people infected thru Day 4



Federal Gov’t aware of bioterrorism risk, but unlikely to 
succeed in preventing disaster
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1. No reelection votes, special interests and lobbyists pushing for bioterrorism preparedness

2. Biotechnology firms and university researchers will fight limits on research

3. If U.S. does try to limit/control access to this technology and other countries don’t—we’ll lose 
economically and bad guys will get technology elsewhere

4. Gov’t is aware of the danger, but not a Dept of Defense responsibility, don’t expect anything

– Organizations like Dept of Health and Human Services working for some defensive measures, won’t 
try to limit DNA engineering technology

– Dept of Homeland Security will be in charge—and unlikely to accomplish any good

– This is a new, “Black Swan” type of threat; don’t expect gov’t action until it’s too late

– Probably not a                                                                                                               
preventable attack



Bioengineering 
(Synthetic Biology) far 

too popular and 
advanced to control

Bottom Line for Synthetic Biology:

• Hold’s tremendous promise for good

• Huge industrial, academic support

• Won’t be outlawed or significantly 
restricted until after a disastrous viral 
pandemic

• Already too late, plenty of technology 
and equipment around the world to 
create deadly viruses deliberately or 
accidentally



Congressional reaction to EMP threat illustrates the 
unlikelihood of adequate government collapse preparation

• Executive Chair of Committee 
formed “EMPact America” to try 
to generate public support

• Threat of Electro Magnetic Pulse 
(EMP) from solar flares or high 
altitude nuclear weapon 
detonation could wipe out 
electronic systems across the 
country

• Panel discussion of EMP Threat 
on CSPAN:

• Probability Collapse Model 
includes EMP threats 
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• Congressional Committee  that documented grave EMP threat to U.S. infrastructure 
failed to achieve any funding or programs to fix vulnerabilities 

http://www.c-spanvideo.org/program/301046-1



The book “Rohan Nation: Reinventing America after the 
2020 Collapse” explains EMP and bioengineered pandemic 

threats and realistically covers survival issues

• EMP and bioengineered viral threat 
explained in book Rohan Nation:  
Reinventing America after the 2020 
Collapse

• This book covers both the factors 
contributing to a portrayed collapse of 
the United States in 2020, and the 
possible aftermath in terms of 
casualties and calamities in surviving 
and slowly recovering (book is set in 
2023, three years later)

• Book available at amazon.com in 
paperback and electronic versions
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Probability of Collapse Model estimates probability of 
Collapse Rising in 41 of 47 categories . . . .

• There are many potential sources of initial disaster to spark a collapse

– 47 trigger disaster events modeled in PCM

– Given “Black Swan” events we have not considered  there are likely far more

• 15 worst collapse scenarios (in terms of likelihood of collapse, not likelihood of initial trigger disaster) for 
2016 :

1. Accidental bioengineered virus lab release

2. Non-Human plant/animal/insect  virus (massive crop failures)

3. Nation state Computer Network Attack

4. Natural Viral Pandemic

5. Nation state biowarfare attack

6. Hacker or Terrorist Computer Network Attack

7. Severe water shortages

8. Solar flare EMP

9. Terrorist nuclear attack

10. Other bioengineered life forms

11. Nuclear EMP attack

12. New technology or unimaginable now

13. China/Russia Nuclear War

14. Biohackers bioengineered viral pandemic

15. Economic collapse looting/violence/breakdown

• Probability of trigger disaster occurring rising from 2013  to 2023 in 41 of 47 categories due to increasing 
overpopulation, economic instability and interdependence, other factors addressed in briefing
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• Because decision-makers won’t act unless given some best guesstimate of likelihood of 
Collapse occurring, PCM useful to provide one based on best available scientific 
evidence, “subject matter expert” opinions

• Probability of Collapse model estimates a low and high case annual probability of 
collapse:

. . . with a very rough estimate of 1% (low) to 21% (high) 
annual chance of Collapse in 2016 rising to 2-33% in 2026
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Caveats: 
1) You cannot reliably estimate the probability of “Black Swan” rare events or 

how a group of people will react to a disaster—estimates from PCM are 
inherently very rough estimates

2) Given unpredictability and disastrous consequences—best to prepare for wide 
variety of collapse scenarios, not have confidence in ability to predict them

* - No statistically valid way to estimate.  Probability could be much higher!!

  Net Probability of Collapse Estimate

low high low high

GRAND TOTAL cumulative probability: 1% 21% 2% 33%

2016 2026



Bottom Line Conclusions:
1) probability of precipitating disaster events rising
2) it’s the cascading effects, aftermath that will kill you
3) we need to prepare for a collapse!

• Experts at Global Catastrophic Risk Conference estimated a 
19% chance of human extinction over next century

• Probability of collapse events short of extinction much higher

1. Many threats  could on their own cause a  collapse                                         
(bioengineered viral pandemic) or lead to economic                                           
disruption, looting, violence that escalates in unpredictable                                   
manner and results in societal breakdown

1) New Technologies: DNA manipulation and bioengineering,                       .         
easier means to make nuclear materials, nanotechnology    

2) Rising overpopulation

3) Increased economic interdependence, just in time inventories, long-distance 
sourcing

4) Very high dependence on long-distance food shipments, inadequate local water 

5) Less personal resilience

6) More bad people, gangs, with means to raise hell

2. Probability of collapse high now and will very likely increase 

3. You need to have a plan and resources, be trained and ready to survive  viral 
pandemic, other threats that lead to collapse of economy, law and order 46

10:  100% poss collapse Spread/Severity and Escalation Calculations;

1:  10% poss collapse 2012-2022   Net Probability of Collapse Calculation

low high low high low high low high

Viral Pandemics

Natural Pandemic 0.0050   0.0200   0.0060   0.0250   5 9 5 10 0.8 0.0010    0.0144    0.0015    0.0225       

Bioengineered:

A accidental lab release 0.0100   0.1000   0.0050   0.0200   2 7 5 10 0.8 0.0008    0.0560    0.0005    0.0140       

B lone wolf terrorist 0.0005   0.0100   0.0200   0.0500   2 7 5 10 0.8 0.0000    0.0056    0.0020    0.0350       

C biohackers 0.0000   0.0050   0.0010   0.0100   2 7 5 10 0.8 0.0000    0.0028    0.0001    0.0070       

D nation state biowarfare 0.0050   0.0150   0.0100   0.0200   6 10 7 10 0.8 0.0017    0.0120    0.0042    0.0200       

Meteor born virus or bio contamination 0.0000   0.0001   0.0000   0.0001   1 10 5 10 0.8 0.0000    0.0001    0.0000    0.0001       

Non-Human plant/animal/insect 0.0200   0.4000   0.0250   0.4500   1 4 1 3 0.8 0.0002    0.0384    0.0003    0.0540       

 viral pandemics/species collapse

cumulative probability: 0.0037    0.1293    0.0086    0.1526       

Natural threats

Major Asteroid 0.0000   0.0010   0.0000   0.0010   4 10 1 3 0.8 0.0000    0.0002    0.0000    0.0003       

Super-volcano explosion 0.0000   0.0000   0.0000   0.0000   3 10 1 3 0.8 0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000       

Massive Earthquakes 0.0010   0.0040   0.0010   0.0040   2 6 1 3 0.8 0.0000    0.0006    0.0000    0.0007       

Mega Tsunami 0.0001   0.0005   0.0001   0.0005   1 5 1 2 0.8 0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0001       

Major Hurricanes 0.0100   0.0300   0.0020   0.0400   1 2 1 2 0.8 0.0001    0.0010    0.0000    0.0016       

Solar flare EMP 0.0000   0.0500   0.0150   0.0600   2 5 1 3 0.8 0.0000    0.0060    0.0003    0.0090       

Polar magnetic shifts 0.0000   0.0001   0.0000   0.0001   1 3 1 2 0.8 0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000       

cumulative probability: 0.0001    0.0078    0.0003    0.0117       

Other Medical/Environmental

Other bioengineered lifeforms 0.0005   0.0100   0.0200   0.0500   2 7 5 10 0.8 0.0000    0.0056    0.0020    0.0350       

antibiotic resistance, super bacteria 0.0010   0.0030   0.0020   0.0050   1 2 1 2 0.8 0.0000    0.0001    0.0000    0.0002       

Overpopulation (resource wars) 0.0010   0.0050   0.0070   0.0100   1 3 2 5 0.8 0.0000    0.0006    0.0001    0.0015       

Severe water shortages 0.0100   0.0500   0.0300   0.1500   1 4 1 4 0.8 0.0001    0.0064    0.0003    0.0240       

Environmental damage 0.0050   0.0080   0.0100   0.0020   2 3 1 2 0.8 0.0001    0.0004    0.0002    0.0001       

Global warming 0.0001   0.0002   0.0100   0.0020   3 5 1 2 0.8 0.0000    0.0000    0.0003    0.0002       

Climate Change/food supply disruption 0.0001   0.0002   0.0100   0.0020   4 8 1 4 0.8 0.0000    0.0001    0.0004    0.0006       

Gulfstream shutdown 0.0001   0.0010   0.0001   0.0020   4 7 2 4 0.8 0.0000    0.0002    0.0000    0.0006       

cumulative probability: 0.0002    0.0134    0.0034    0.0622       

Nuclear

Nuclear Weapons use

A terrorist group 0.0002   0.0050   0.0004   0.0150   1 2 1 2 0.8 0.0000    0.0002    0.0000    0.0006       

B Rogue state (Iran) 0.0002   0.0100   0.0010   0.0200   2 4 1 3 0.8 0.0000    0.0010    0.0000    0.0024       

C China/Russia 0.0050   0.0100   0.0070   0.0200   2 7 3 7 0.8 0.0002    0.0039    0.0004    0.0098       

EMP attack 0.0100   0.0200   0.0150   0.0300   2 5 1 5 0.8 0.0002    0.0040    0.0003    0.0075       

Nuclear power accidents 0.0050   0.0200   0.0050   0.0200   1 2 1 2 0.8 0.0000    0.0006    0.0001    0.0008       

cumulative probability: 0.0004    0.0097    0.0008    0.0211       

Economic/Societal/Law&Order Breakdown

Economic collapse looting/violence/breakdown 0.0010   0.0050   0.0015   0.0100   2 5 2 8 0.8 0.0000    0.0016    0.0001    0.0040       

Natural disaster sparked looting/violence/breakdown 0.0010   0.0020   0.0020   0.0050   1 3 1 4 0.8 0.0000    0.0002    0.0000    0.0006       

Crop failure/food supply disruption looting/violence/breakdown 0.0001   0.0002   0.0002   0.0004   1 5 1 5 0.8 0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0001       

Peak oil/Economic Collapse/Food production decline 0.0001   0.0002   0.0002   0.0004   2 5 2 6 0.8 0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0001       

Drug wars/Organized Crime/Violence breakdown 0.0001   0.0002   0.0002   0.0004   1 3 1 3 0.8 0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000       

Immigration/loss of border control/violence/breakdown 0.0001   0.0002   0.0001   0.0002   1 4 1 4 0.8 0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000       

Political disintegration/violence/breakdown 0.0000   0.0001   0.0001   0.0002   1 6 1 6 0.8 0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0001       

Societal breakdown looting/violence/breakdown 0.0001   0.0002   0.0002   0.0004   1 6 1 6 0.8 0.0000    0.0001    0.0000    0.0001       

cumulative probability: 0.0000    0.0020    0.0001    0.0051       

Cyber/Computer/Robot

hackers/terrorist CNA 0.9900   1.0000   1.0000   1.0000   0.4 1 1 1 0.8 0.0032    0.0080    0.0040    0.0100       

nation state CNA 0.2000   1.0000   0.2500   1.0000   1 2 1 2 0.8 0.0016    0.0320    0.0025    0.0400       

Artificial intelligence/singularity 0.0000   0.0000   0.0000   0.0010   1 3 1 3 0.8 0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0001       

cumulative probability: 0.0048    0.0400    0.0065    0.0501       

Black Swan events

High energy physics experiment disaster 0.0001   0.0005   0.0002   0.0010   1 10 1 10 0.8 0.0000    0.0004    0.0000    0.0010       

Nanotechnology disaster 0.0001   0.0005   0.0002   0.0010   1 10 1 10 0.8 0.0000    0.0004    0.0000    0.0010       

Invader from space 0.0001   0.0005   0.0002   0.0010   1 10 1 10 0.8 0.0000    0.0004    0.0000    0.0010       

Others from new technology or unimaginable now 0.0010   0.0050   0.0020   0.0100   1 10 1 10 0.8 0.0000    0.0040    0.0000    0.0100       

cumulative probability: 0.0000    0.0052    0.0000    0.0130       

Other events

Military invasion of U.S. 0.0000   0.0001   0.0000   0.0001   4 10 1 5 0.8 0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0001       

Conventional World War 0.0010   0.0050   0.0020   0.0100   2 10 1 3 0.8 0.0000    0.0012    0.0000    0.0030       

U.S. political system collapse 0.0010   0.0030   0.0050   0.0100   1 5 2 10 0.8 0.0000    0.0012    0.0001    0.0050       

cumulative probability: 0.0000    0.0024    0.0001    0.0081       

GRAND TOTAL cumulative probability: 0.0093    0.2098    0.0198    0.3238       

Annual Probability 

Event Occuring

2012 2022

Is probability

of threat

rising,

declining,

or same?

2012 2022escalation 

adjustment 

Probability 

Escalation

Area/ 

Severity

Annual Probability 

Event Occuring



Scientists and Warren Buffet agree:  Prepare your 
organization to survive the worst possible threats
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Professor Nick Bostrom, Oxford University:  

“the balance of evidence is such that it would appear unreasonable not to assign 
a substantial probability to the hypothesis that an existential disaster will do us 
in.  My subjective opinion is that setting this probability lower than 25% would 
be misguided, and the best estimate may be considerably higher. . . . Our 
approach to existential risks cannot be one of trial-and-error. The reactive 
approach — see what happens, limit damages, and learn from experience — is 
unworkable. Rather, we must take a proactive approach. This requires foresight 
to anticipate new types of threats and a willingness to take decisive preventive 
action and to bear the costs (moral and economic) of such actions.”

Warren Buffet:
“The CEO should regard his position #1 as the Chief Risk Officer.  Now you have a 

lot of other functions too, but you should wake up every morning and think 
about ‘is this place built to take everything’?”


